A Boolean network model of cardiac network
The original Boolean network model of the cardiac network is presented in Herrmann et al. [1] . Table A shows the Boolean rules that describe the interactions between the genes. Table 1 in the main text.
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We run simulation for the the 4 genes Isl1, Nkx2.5, Tbx1, Tbx5 that were analyzed in a RT-PCR in Gessert and Kühl [3] . The computed fixed points were then mapped to their nearest phenotypes as described in the main text. The 4 genes (Isl1, Nkx2.5, Tbx1, Tbx5) can give rise to 2 4 = 16 different qualitative expression patterns. Five phenotypes are predicted by the BNE. In order to confirm the correspondence of the nearest phenotypes to the biological phenotypes we compared the gene expression propensity range for each gene in each phenotype (Fig. C) . Starting from a point where no cardiac development takes place, the order of the phenotypes is FHF6, FHF7, SHF1 and SHF4 with increasing exogen canW nt I expression propensity. The gene expression propensity of the SHF marker gene Isl1 is rather low for the FHF phenotype and is rather high for the SHF. In all mapped phenotypes, the Nkx2.5 expression propensity is rather high, which is also the case in the RT-PCR for the according phenotypes. The Tbx1 gene expression propensity is high for the SHF4 phenotype as well as Tbx5 for the FHF6 phenotype. The phenotype FHF7 continuously changes into the SHF1 phenotype based on the Isl1 expression propensity. Thus the BNE is able to identify biologically relevant phenotypes. Additionally we can state that the structure provided by the BN is sufficient to allow the prediction of these phenotypes through the extension. E Variation of BMP2 input.
Supplementary
Figs. E-H show the parametric dependency of the modelled genes on the exogen canW nt I and exogen Bmp2 I parameter. The simulation of the BNE for different initial values for both parameters induces a continuous change in gene expression propensity. The mapping to phenotypes reveals more nearest phenotypes due to the change of exogen Bmp2 I (Fig. D) . The mapped expression propensity for the 4 core genes (Isl1, Nkx2.5, Tbx1, Tbx5) correspond to the phenotypes analyzed in a RT-PCR in Gessert and Kühl [3] . Due to the variability of exogen Bmp2 I several new sub-phenotypes are predicted for each of the four main phenotypes (FHF6, FHF7, SHF1, and SHF4). In order to asses the predictive power of the model, these phenotypes need to be further confirmed in biological setting. Fig. I shows the propensity ranges for individual phenotypes. It is worth noting that some phenotypes are only identified though the propensity change of exogen canW nt I and exogen Bmp2 I. The min-max fuzzy logic transforms the Boolean term in the following manner:
The resulting BNE was simulated using the iterative approach. We used only 100 random start values for linearly increasing exogen canW nt I we know since from previous simulations that the fixed point depend parametrically on exogen canW nt I. We discovered that the fixed points now not only depend on the exogen canW nt I parameter but also on the initial values of the variables. In particular, the variables GAT As, N kx2.5, and T bx5 have increased variation; all other variables remain dependent only on the exogen canW nt I parameter. Hence, we performed additional simulations for a fixed initial value of exogen canW nt I and 10000 random initial values for the remaining variables. Figs. J and K show examples for exogen canW nt I ∈ {0.25, 0.75} and the resulting variances of GAT As, N kx2.5, and T bx5 variables in the fixed points. For exogen canW nt I < 0.5 the three variables have the same resulting propensity values (shown in the scatter plot). For exogen canW nt I > 0.5, GAT As and N kx2.5 do not have a direct correlation and T bx5 shows not variation. Fig. L shows a convergence graph for some initial values and exogen canW nt I = 0.75. The resulting trajectory converges to an attractor of length 2. Through the fact that oscillating behaviour occurs and that the oscillating values depend on the initial values of the simulation suggests that min-max approach is probably unsuited for the heart field model. Table 1 in the main text.
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